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i am considering this for a future home server purchase. my first question is regarding this product is
that i am getting the hp x480 formfactor and it does not provide tv tuner functionality. the product
description, however, mentions that it can function as a tv tuner which i was not expecting. if this

functionality is only in the xl380 or in a future product how will this affect the pricing? is it true that
dlna can only be done if you have a tv tuner for a home server? i have a 640gb wd hardrive that dlna
functions on without a tv tuner. it just uses nas 2.0 to connect to my dlna pc. so does this mean i will

never be able to use nas 2.0 to my home server? will this still work? is this product gateway
compliant? if not, do you think there will be a way to make it gateway compliant as some of the
features seem to work in the gateway firewall settings. we already have the windows 7 gateway

firewall for our router and windows boxes. this would be a good addition if it is not already gateway
compliant. why does the hp ex490 product description mention without any mention that it can

function as a cable/satellite/antenna tuner? there are no options to add that functionality. but yet in
the same product descriptions on their website, they have the tv tuner functionality when purchasing

it. i'm using an ad-tunnel pc running with cat5/6 cabling with modems and a 17" monitor in the
basement. the connection speed from our house to the basement is 320/200, and i'd like to get a

250/250 connection to the net, but i can't seem to get a workable connection with a speedtouch 330
router. 5ec8ef588b
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